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OPERATING GUIDE cont’d

Turn the Time Switch Knob clockwise to the required number on 
the dial:

1.5 = Lightly browned toast
2.0 = Medium toast
2.5 = Well done toast

If using brown bread, slightly increase time setting.

As the time switch is rotated the automatic timing will start and 
the red neon light will illuminate.

The timer will click off from 0.5 to 0 position with a clicking sound, 
the neon light and heating elements will switch off automatically.

The timer can be rotated off at any time during the toasting by 
manually rotating the timer knob to the 0 position.

The toast will pop up but will keep warm inside the toaster. Press 
the down the round ejector knob and the toast will pop up ready 
for serving.

To toast frozen bread, set timer to defrost symbol. Let the timer run 
to 0 position, wait 20 seconds then continue to toast as normal.

Caution – Heating up a slot that has not been loaded with bread 
may damage the elements and cause uneven toasting. Do not use 
the toaster if the crumb tray or base plate are missing or incorrectly 
fitted.

The toaster has adjustable wire slots that will adjust to thicker 
bread.

CLEANING

Disconnect from the mains supply before cleaning and allow the 
toaster to cool.

Do not immerse the appliance in water or clean with a water jet.
Remove the crumb tray and clean daily.

Clean any crumbs from the elements (using only a soft brush), the 
toaster turned upside down and shaken out.

Never insert a fork or other sharp instrument to remove torn pieces 
of bread as the elements may be damaged.

Use a damp cloth to wipe off the outside surface of the toaster.
Do not use bleach or any corrosive detergent as they will damage 
the surface of the unit.

 GENERAL SAFETY

Contact Event Hire for information and advice on the suitability 
and safety of this type of equipment. There is a risk of injury if you 
do not follow the instructions printed in this guide.

This equipment should only be used by a competent adult who has 
read and understood these instructions. Anyone with a temporary 
or permanent disability should seek expert advice before using the 
equipment.

Keep all children, animals and bystanders away from the work 
area. Ensure the floor of the work area is free from trip hazards and 
non-slip. Never use the equipment if you are ill, tired or under the 
influence of alcohol or drugs.

Never operate electrical switches with wet hands.

Always switch off and unplug the equipment from the power 
supply before moving or cleaning.

Check the equipment before use, if it shows signs of damage 
request a replacement.

ELECTRICAL SAFETY

The equipment is designed to plug directly into a standard 240volt, 
13 amp socket. Make sure the equipment and power socket are 
switched off before plugging into the power supply.

If the equipment fails to operate or the power cable or plug 
becomes damaged, contact Event Hire. Do not try to repair it 
yourself.

Keep the power cable out of harm’s way. Extension leads should be 
unwound fully, never run them through water, over sharp objects or 
where they may be a trip hazard.

Use a suitable RCD (Residual Current Operated Device) to reduce 
the risk of electric shock.

OPERATING GUIDE

Suitable for indoor use only.

Position the unit where it is to be used and ensure that it is level. 
The unit should be positioned to give easy access to the user yet 
sufficiently out of the way to reduce the risk of it being touched 
or knocked. The toaster has one adjustable rear foot which can be 
hand turned to compensate for uneven surfaces.

Connect the appliance to the mains power supply.

Select the number of slices to be toasted on the slot selector 
switch. Lift the round black Ejector Knob to the UP position. 

Starting from left to right, insert bread into all slots brought into 
action by the selector switch.
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